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tedious, especial!} a>, the complaint Is largely chronic, but uith the co-
operation of ihc patiur.t it should be possible to restrict the necessity for
a companion. Thus, if the patient i\ able 10 go to his work aion.? routes
where facilities for exposure do not occur, or where he is not: subject to
the impulse, there is no need for hisr. :c be accompanied.
(ii; Direct treatment attempts to reach and eradicate the underlying Radical
causes of the perversion bj such rd method as psychoanalysis. It may be
said at this juncture that—in my opinion, a: any rate—treatment should
aim at finding out the causes of the condition. Methods of suggestion
and persuasion may be used in conjunction v.;th .such treatment, when
they are far more valuable than \\hen used alone. At the sarr.e time the
patient must be denied facilities for exposing himself,
This is in keeping \\ith the rate that appl:e> to the treatment of neurosis
In general, that the satisfaction which the piitient is derhir.g from certain
aspects of the neurosis must be pre\ented. This :s not a question of
morality, bui of therapy. It is by the damming up of this outlet that
the patient becomes sufficiently discontented to ha\e a real urge to find
other and more desirable means of satisfaction.
As stated earlier, the impulse to exhibit not uncommonly arises at Indirect
times of stress, and particularly vshen the patient is depressed. This
depression, as likely as not, is endogenous. This does not mean that it
is necessarily of the manic-depressive variety but that it is caused by
internal psychological difficulties rather than by an outside situation.
Some outside situation may be present, but as likely as not the patient
is over-reacting to it. Any treatment which can reduce either the
frequency or the intensity of these depressive attacks is likely to have
a beneficial influence on the exhibitionism.
Here again it is desirable that the patient should be under control, for
attempting to reach the causes of the patient's psychological difficulties
may be very painful, and there is a tendency for the patient to have an
outbreak during the course of treatment. This is undesirable, not only
from the patient's point of view but from that of the doctor.
(iii) At present the law punishes exhibitionism by what are on the Punitive
whole short terms of imprisonment. The uselessness of this procedure Is tteatment
shown by the fact that in many instances there is a repetition of the
offence immediately on release from prison. In cases in which the
impulse is an irresistible obsession in an otherwise normal individual
and one who may indeed be acutely ashamed of his complaint imprison-
ment is not only futile but brutal.
In some cases imprisonment apparently has a deterrent effect. These
are probably cases in which the act is less obsessive and more in the
nature of an indulgence; but even then the deterrent effect is doubt-
ful. At Wormwood Scrubs there is a psychotherapist attached to the
prison, and a certain amount of treatment is undertaken with apparently
some success. Here there is something to be said for imprisonment.
Even so, it does not seem right that the victims of wfhat after all, is an
illness should have to suffer the degradation of imprisonment. The

